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In the following question, out of the four 

given alternatives, select the alternative 

which best expresses the meaning of the 

Idiom/Phrase.

To grease the palm

1) To flatter someone

2) To bribe someone

3) To annoy someone

4) To like someone



Correct Answer: To bribe someone



In the following question, out of the 

four given alternatives, select the 

alternative which best expresses the 

meaning of the Idiom/Phrase.

Donkey’s years

1) At different timings

2) A long time

3) Short duration

4) Wasting time



Correct Answer: A long time



The question below consists of a set of labelled 

sentences. Out of the four options given, select the 

most logical order of the sentences to form a 

coherent paragraph.

Intoxicating drink

P: for good health

Q: should be avoided

R: and smoking

Options:

1) RQP

2) PQR

3) PRQ

4) QPR



.

Correct Answer: RQP



Select the word which means the same as 
the group of words given.

One who embraces voluntary 

death for the sake of one's 

country

1. diplomat

2. patriot

3. fanatic

4. martyr



Correct Answer 
: martyr



Select the most appropriate 

synonym of the given word.

FUSE (Verb)

1. correct

2. unused

3. break

4. combine



Correct Answer : combine



In the sentence identify the segment which 
contains the grammatical error.

"I done a lot of work today," she said.

1. she said

2. work today

3. a lot of

4. I done



Correct Answer : I done



Given below are four jumbled sentences. Select 
the option that gives their correct order.
A. A man on a bike had to ride on the 

pavement.

B. When he tried to plunge onto the 

road, a car hit him.

C. As the bus inched through the 

evening life, the traffic grew.

D. There was no space on the road any 

more.

1. CBAD

2. ADBC

3. DBCA

4. CDAB



Correct Answer : CDAB



Select the most appropriate synonym of the given 
word.

FURY

1. anger

2. sorrow

3. fright

4. cruelty



Correct Answer : anger



Given below are four jumbled sentences. Select the 
option that gives their correct order.
A. What can we do to avoid anger and 

provocation?

B. Anger and tension are prevalent due to 

conflicts arising out of these differences.

C. The society is full of people who think 

and act differently.

D. We need to develop in ourselves the 

capacity for conversion to turn negative 

experiences into positive thinking.

1. ABDC

2. CBAD

3. ACBD

4. CADB



Correct Answer : CBAD



Select the most appropriate antonym of the 
given word.
GAUNT

1. plump

2. bent

3. lean

4. old



Correct answer: plump



Select the most appropriate synonym of 
the given word.

MINIATURE

1. gigantic

2. colossal

3. mammoth

4. diminutive



Correct answer: diminutive



Select the antonym of

Snag

1) hurdle

2) boon

3) bug

4) glitch



Correct Answer: boon



In the following question, out of the four 

given alternatives, select the one which is 

opposite in meaning of the given word.

Trigger

1) Spark

2) Activate

3) Halt

4) Provoke



1. Correct Answer: Halt



It’s time (A)/ we take (B)/ a 

holiday to our native 

place.(C)/ No error.(D)



we take 



A person who is solely motivated 

by money or personal gain

(A) Merchant

(B) Money-lender

(C) Charlatan

(D) Mercenary



(D) Mercenary

believes others

A. Credible

B. Credulous

C. Sensible

D. Sensitive



The part of a stage in front of the curtain

(A) Amphitheatre

(B) Arena

(C) Podium

(D) Proscenium



Proscenium



Through the ages, the people of 

many cultures have 

used talismans and charms to ward 

off evil and invoke special powers.

(A) amulets

(B) earrings

(C) stones

(D) No improvement



amulets



But for your illness, (a)/you would 

have secured (b)/ first rank in the 

examination. (c)/ No error (d)



first rank in the examination



The drawings are very 

good; (a)/ almost everyone 

(b)/ of them deserve a gold 

medal.(c)/no error (d)



deserve



The shirt is not expensive; I 

bought it……………….

(a) clearly

(b) cheap

(c) cheaply

(d) low



(c) cheaply
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